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Abstract

With the explosion of applications of Data Sci-
ence, the field is has come loose from its foun-
dations. This article argues for a new program of
applied research in areas familiar to researchers in
Bayesian methods in AI that are needed to ground
the practice of Data Science by borrowing from
AI techniques for model formulation that we term
“Decision Modelling.” This article briefly reviews
the formulation process as building a causal graph-
ical model, then discusses the process in terms
of six principles that comprise Decision Quality, a
framework from the popular business literature. We
claim that any successful applied ML modelling
effort must include these six principles.
We explain how Decision Modelling combines a
conventional machine learning model with an ex-
plicit value model. To give a specific example we
show how this is done by integrating a model’s
ROC curve with a utility model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Data Science suffers from its own success, having seen such
rapid adoption across so many fields, in so many different
ways that it has lost its principled theoretical foundation.
Rational choice as studied in Decision Theory forms a foun-
dation for all analytic fields, which applies no less to Data
Science. Many of the ways that Data Science practice falls
short should be apparent to anyone versed in this Theory,
especially to anyone in our field of Bayesian AI. The field
of Data Science is fluid and evolving rapidly, and defies a
concise definition. In contrast mathematical modeling tech-
niques, especially as they have been adopted in Artificial
Intelligence, are mature, and can put Data Science on a
firm footing. The imperative to better merge Data Science
with well understood concepts from Decision Theory should

expand the power and scope of its methods.

At the same time the disruptive ubiquity of software and
the scale of data generation in combination with networked
hardware platforms—“The Cloud”—creates a new oppor-
tunity for AI. This fits into a larger social concern such as
the future of work that is drawn into stark relief by the trans-
formation organizations are undergoing due these software
innovations are popularly referred to by the term “Digital
Transformation.”

This article argues for a new program of applied research
in areas familiar to researchers in Bayesian methods in AI
that are needed to ground the practice of Data Science. The
article organizes theoretical principles using a framework
from the business literature around six concepts that com-
prise Decision Quality. This framework has proved useful
in Decision Analysis practice, to connect the practice to the
principles that support it.(Spetzler et al. [2016]) We build
on these six concepts to clarify the process of building a
decision model.

This article briefly reviews the formulation process as one
of building a causal model in Section 2, then discusses the
process in terms of Decision Quality, in Section 3, with an
example that shows how conventional ROC analysis fits
within this framework. For the causal model we use a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG)—a Bayes network with added
decision and value nodes, that goes by various names; “Influ-
ence Diagrams” (Koller and Friedman [2009]), or “Decision
Graphs” (Jensen [2001]), among others. We claim that any
applied ML modelling effort must include these six prin-
ciples. In some cases this is obvious, but often it reveals
insights into flaws in the model. Notably those building
Data Science models often pay homage to the need to “un-
derstand the business context” but rarely can explain how
to go about it. As a specific example of integrating a value
model with a predictive model, we show an example of how
this can be applied to a predictive model’s ROC curve.
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2 FORMULATING A DECISION MODEL

In simple terms, a machine learning (ML) model predicts
an event (Did the customer churn?) or a quantity (What will
be product demand next month?) conditioned on a set of
observed features. Designate the outcome—the predictive
model’s target variable S, and the vector of features, F , the
learned model can be written P(S |F ). The model provides
a distribution over the outcome that “informs” a decision
made when knowing the features.

The way this is applied is to look up the features f for one
case, say the data collected for a customer’s purchase history,
and compute the probability of outcome P(S |f), say their
next purchase, as conditional on f . Although referred to as
a “prediction”, an ML model may just as well infer a current
unobserved state, such as the root-cause of a failure. In all
cases the prediction of the model is an uncertain variable.
One needs to be careful by noting that the model does not
predict the value of the outcome; value and probability
need to be distinguished. A value model would express
preferences over predicted outcomes and hence it needs to
be combined with the prediction to come up with a value.

2.1 DECISION MODELLING

Once having created a set of alternatives that comprise a
decision, the combination of a value model with a predictive
ML model create the decision model.

A necessary and often overlooked step that precedes the data
engineering and model training tasks in Data Science is to
properly formulate the model as derived from the decision it
is intended to support. We argue for the primacy of starting
by identifying the decision in terms of how alternatives in-
teract with values, as opposed to the conventional approach
of starting with available data.

A relevant model implies there is an identified action from a
set of choices that are predicted to have a desired effect. If
this is not the case then the from an applied point of view,
what is the point? A decision refers to making a choice
from a set of alternatives, evident as a tangible change at
a point in time, in anticipation of the outcomes it precedes.
Colloquially one may speak of “deciding on one’s values”,
or of thinking of a personal resolution as a “decision” to
reform one’s behavior. That’s not the sense with which
we use the word. However, incidentally, to resolve one’s
behavior in such a sense, one may well engage in decision
modelling. We are most interested when there is uncertainty
in the outcomes, that the outcomes of interest by which the
best choice will be determined are linked by a chain of cause
and effect from the decision to the eventual outcome.

2.2 THE DECISION-MAKER

Having abstracted the modeling task as one around model-
ing a decision, there is another abstraction—the question
of the decision-maker. We apply this term to anchor the
model to an individual’s choice. “Individual” may refer to
the person for whom the model is built, or to a class of users,
for a decision automated by software, or even for a choice
made by an organization. It is with the decision-maker in
mind that one identifies alternatives to be modelled, how the
uncertain dynamics play out (the model’s predictions), and
determines the values of a relevant set of outcomes.

Once we consider automation, it’s no longer a solitary de-
cision, but we are making changes to a decision-making
process. The decision could be the response to a recom-
mendation made by the model, as is typical of e-commerce
applications. Or it could be a automation of an existing
business process. This uncovers a third dimension—of or-
ganizational improvements that follow necessarily from the
model.

2.3 CAUSAL MODELS AS THE CANONICAL
FORMULATION TOOL

Of course decision variables are not the only ones that make
up a model. The definition of the set of variables that make
up the model determine its scope. The modeling process
begins by setting the scope to ascertain which variables—
quantities susceptible to measurement—to include. We par-
tition these into 3 types; choice variables that make up a
decision, uncertainties that describe the world, and values
that quantify outcomes. There is a first-class distinction
between variables that represent 1.) uncertainties as proba-
bilities, 2.) decisions as sets of alternatives, and 3.) outcomes
as valued by a utility measure. This partition is both neces-
sary and sufficient to formulate a model. A glaring lack of
most ""plug and play" ML approaches is that they only deal
with the probabilistic aspect, and sometimes not even that.

By formulating influence diagram one creates a structural,
causal prior for the model, and defines the inputs and outputs
for both the ML and value models.

The decision model can be formulated as an influence dia-
gram from these nodes:

• The causal network describing the unobserved state S.
These are variables that describe uncertainties relevant
to the outcome.

• Variables F that the condition other variables in the
model. We partition them into:

– Those that convey information, I meaning they
are known when the decision is made, and

– Decision variables d; those that are those con-
trolled by the decision-maker.
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– Since F = I ∪ d both can be inputs to the pre-
diction model.

• The value v(S,d) is a function of the outcome S and
d variables.

An example of a decision model, Figure 1 shows an influ-
ence diagram for the case where the information used to
make the prediction is known when the decision is made.
A typical example is making a purchase recommendation
by knowing a description of the recipient, one makes an
informed decision using the prediction P(S | i). As shown
here for a discriminative ML model the conditioning arc
goes from i to s. A Bayesian may prefer to learn a genera-
tive model with the arc reversed, then apply Bayes rule to
solve the diagram.

Figure 1: Influence diagram with a predictive model for
making an informed decision.

In practice the state s may be a network of possibly hundreds
of uncertain nodes, connected with a sequence of decision
and value nodes, (the decision nodes required to be totally
ordered) to form a DAG. Any influence diagram can be
unrolled into a tree, by assuming a total ordering of the DAG,
but this soon becomes unwieldy, and the causal claims in
the diagram are lost.

For an application of this influence diagram to an opera-
tional example, consider the binary-valued acceptance test
of a widget on a production line.1 The decision is to accept
widgets inferred to be good and reject those bad. One or
more test measurements are made of the widget; this infor-
mation is used to predict a value by which to classify the
state of the widget. The decision is made by minimizing
the cost of the relative errors of rejecting a good widget
(a false negative) and passing a bad one (a false positive),
by thresholding the output of the classifier. The decision
rule is simply to reject if the predicted value is less than the
threshold and accept otherwise. The rule is determined by
ROC (“receiver operating characteristic”) analysis.

1This example is borrowed from Kruchten [2016].

2.3.1 Causal Models Discovery

One of the powerful tools in the Bayesian toolbox are net-
work structure learning tools, originating with early work
by Heckerman et al. [1999] and Spirtes et al.. Current ad-
vances such as "no tears" makes it possible to extend this to
continuous variables with non-linear effects (Geffner et al.
[2022]). However the placement of the decision and value
nodes in the graph are up to the formulation of the decision
and not discoverable by learning network structure.

2.3.2 Optimizing a Decision model

The influence diagram implies the sequence of computa-
tional steps to determine the decision policy d(I). “Solving”
the decision model of the form shown in Figure 1 reduces
to an optimization (here written as maximization),

V (I)∗ = max
d(I)

EP(S | I)[V (d(I),S)] (1)

where each variable may represent a set of nodes in the
causal model. Since the decision is made with knowledge
of I the decision policy becomes d(I) and the value func-
tion becomes V (d(I),S), which becomes a function of the
observed features (think a lookup table). Note how machine
learning model P(S | I) is embedded in the decision model.

Written out, the equation says to take expectation over the
predictive distribution of the ML model, conditional on the
observed features, then for each combination of features
make the choice with the highest expected value.

‘Solving" the decision model to determine the best choice
means finding the policy d(I) that maximizes this expres-
sion, given the prediction and value models. This equation
applies generally for any data science application.

3 DECISION QUALITY PRINCIPLES

We discuss each of these principles as they apply to decision
models in data science.

• Identify Decisions Distinguish variables under one’s
control.

• Formulation Define the right problem.

• Relevant Information Determine the information
structure.

• Outcome Values Quantify the utility of outcomes that
determine decisions.

• Sound Reasoning Apply a valid calculus to solve the
model.

• Commitment Give ownership to the decision-maker.
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In the following sections we define each principle, relate it
to the theory that supports it, explain why it is needed, and
relate it to an example of the decision to invest in an ML
model.

3.1 IDENTIFY DECISIONS

In machine learning as in statistics some features are under
the decision maker’s control – called treatments—others are
uncertain characteristics of the environment—sometimes,
confusingly called “controls”. Both make up the features
that are inputs to the predictive model. Confusion of these
two kinds of inputs in machine learning models can lead to
perverse policies.

The naïve use of predictive models tends to confuse the deci-
sion recommendation with the model prediction. An obvious
example arises in sales “propensity scoring” applications;
those that attempt to predict the success of completing a
sale based on the product, customer, and economic features.
Viewing the prediction as a recommendation confuses the
probability generated by the model with the salesperson’s de-
cision. As mentioned, in a decision model, the salesperson’s
decision a variable, in this case an action the salesperson
takes to influence the outcome. Consequently in use, sales-
people were confused—Does a high “propensity to close”
mean the sale can be left to its own devices since it’s suc-
cess is inevitable, or does it mean that it needs more to have
more effort applied to it? The confusion arises because a
propensity model does not include the decision explicitly.

The example we present demonstrates how the choice of
which ML model to apply—one often relegated to irrelevant
measures of model performance—can be framed as an in-
vestment decision using an influence diagram. We consider
the off-line analysis from which two candidate models are
built, each described by its ROC curve. These together with
the default option, to not use an ML model, make up the
three options shown in the summary tree in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The initial investment node with a choice of two
alternative ML models and the default to do nothing.

3.2 FORMULATION

Solving the right problem means not confusing the model
and the data with actual phenomenon. Aside from the obvi-
ous question of data quality, by virtue of the causal model
one can check if the causal structure, decisions, and value
model correspond to the real world. The data often have
a physical origin, but the other aspects are derived from
subjective factors, often elicited from “domain experts” or
other problem stakeholders, using techniques borrowed
from Human-centered design.

In our example, we extend the influence diagram in Fig-
ure 1 by pre-pending the model investment node m to the
diagram shown in Figure 2, to create the model investment
choice diagram in Figure 3. The model choice changes the
predictive model P(S | I,m), by design, adds an investment
cost term to the value function, and is known at the time of
the operating decision. These three influences are shown by
the three arcs that emanate from the investment node. Es-
sentially there are three replicates of the previous influence
diagram in Figure 1, each returning a value V (I,m)∗. The
optimal model choice is simply the maximum over these
values:

V ∗ = max
m

EP(I)[V (I,m)∗] (2)

As a Bayesian representation, the model choice influence
diagram requires also that we impute a distribution over the
distribution of information to be observed P(I). In common
practice this distribution is simply approximated by the
empirical distribution of the model test set, but a complete
Bayesian approach would generalize this.

Figure 3: Influence diagram with the added “offline” model
choice decision.

3.3 RELEVANT INFORMATION

Given the structure of the decision model one can see the
possible value of information questions. Information value
is simply the difference in expected value between the model
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with and without an arc conditioning the decision variable.
If in the ML model the variable’s feature importance is neg-
ligible, then that conditioning arc will create no information
value, however information value brings in an additional
consideration: Is the value function sensitive to the state
affected by the feature?

We may consider the model choice variable analogous to
a Value of Information choice where the “information” is
the quality of the ML model employed. Hence we have a
method that chooses a model directly on its expected value
instead of an indirect measure of accuracy. We show here
how this is done in practice in this example of ROC curve
analysis.

3.4 OUTCOME VALUES

There is an inescapable duality between probability and
value. Every predicted outcome has two aspects, a predicted
probability of occurrence and its value. A value model maps
outcomes into quantifiable values. Utility theory shows us
that any consistent set of preferences can be expressed by
a utility function. Utility theory, and applications to value
modelling as it applies in different domains is a field com-
plementary to probability modelling.

In the basic case, outcomes can be valued in monetary units
to which risk and time preference can be applied. What if
there are multiple outcome variables, each valued differ-
ently? For example, I can keep sick patients in the hospital
longer to assure their cure, but at the risk of running out of
hospital beds if hospital admissions increase. Perhaps the
hardest part of building a value model is the necessity to
model the trade-off between competing outcomes, such as
by coming up with a weighting that reduces multiple values
to a common scale. The key point is that it is more important
to include all factors that determine value, including "intan-
gibles" that can not be measured with high accuracy and
require judgment. Better a model that is inclusive instead
of a model that avoids important factors presuming they are
too hard or subjective to measure.

To illustrate this principle we are considering the “second
order” choice of deciding which predictive model to incor-
porate in a decision model. The decision maker is the data
scientist formulating a decision model; we are applying
Decision Quality to the modelling process itself. A flawed
practice is to choose just the model with the best test accu-
racy. This only makes sense in the limit of a perfect model.
Otherwise the choice of the model in our example is carried
out by ROC analysis. It should depend on the model error
rates, which in a binary classfier are two; a false positive
rate (FPR), and false negative rate (FNR). In addition, the
model choice cannot be made without considering the utility
tradeoff between the two error rates. This in turn determines
a threshold; the operating point with the optimal tradeoff

between error rates.

This is best shown by deriving each model’s ROC curves. In
a few words, an ROC curve plots the FPR versus FNR for
a binary classifier parameterized by a threshold. The ROC
curve is built by running the trained classifier on supervised
test data. To determine the optimal operating point one needs
a unit cost for both FPR and FNR errors (and possibly also
the costs for correct classification, if not zero). The optimal
point—the point with highest utility—occurs where the iso-
utility line is tangent to the ROC curve.

Figure 4: ROC curves that express the value of using each
of the two models.

The two panels in Figure 4 show the same ROC curve for the
two different predictive models. The colored background
shows the utility for each point in the background. The point
on the ROC curve where the utility is highest is indicated
by a green spot, and the payoff at that point is shown above
the plot, as are the model score threshold, the true positive
rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).

The image in panels (a) and (b) are screenshots from our R
Shiny app2, made using the following inputs:

Variable Description Value
P proportion positive 0.02

TP_value value of true positive 50
FP_value value of false positive -70
TN_value value of true negative 0
FN_value value of false negative 0

Under these conditions, the highest value on the diagonal is
zero, at the origin. This means that without a way to select
widgets with above average probability of being good, the
expected value of selling widgets is negative, and your best
bet is to not sell any (giving an expected value of zero for
the ‘status quo’, Option 1). The line of indifference for the
value at the origin is indicated by the dashed green and black
line on the left edge of the figure. Only ML models whose

2https://ml4managers.shinyapps.io/ML_utility/
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ROC curves cross this line have value greater than not using
an ML model at all; note that in these example our ROC
curves do cross the line, but just barely.

Panel (a) shows the ROC curve for a simple binary rule
based on a single data feature (Option 2); cases meeting this
rule have a high proportion of positives, but only a small
fraction of the good widgets are detected this way. Such
rules may have low implementation costs, however.

Panel (b) shows the ROC curve for a more sophisticated
ML model (Option 3, in this case a Random Forest model).
The value is slightly higher than the simple rule of option 2,
but be aware that because this model depends on multiple
data features, its cost of implementation and operation are
expected to be higher as well.

The choice of model is simply the model—possibly among
several— with the highest utility at it’s optimal threshold
as determined by the ROC analysis. This is equivalent to
computing the expected value of a model by Equation (1).
Then the choice of the model follows by Equation (2). This
is the expected utility of a decision using that model in the
investment decision model.

The important thing to note is that the evaluation and
thus choice of the predictive model depends strongly on
the utility function that applies to its errors as much
as on any intrinsic property of the model. For anything
short of a perfect model there is no one best model; one
model may be better when its FPR is less costly and vice
versa. Furthermore, even a model with a higher expected
value must be compared based on it’s development and
operational costs.

ROC model analysis is part of the off-line predictive model
development task, preceding the implementation of the op-
erational decision model, however the formulation of the
operational model, specifically its value function must be
known. Since the best model choice depends on factors that
are not intrinsic to the model, i.e. the utilities, and also the
base rate “prevalence” of the condition to be classified, one
could imagine automating the predictive model selection as
conditions change in the primary model.

This model selection framework can be extended to classifi-
cation and regression problems in general. An ROC value
model has a natural generalization to multi-valued outcomes
as presented in Landgrebe and Duin [2008]. The optimiza-
tion and inference steps will change as the problems change,
but their combination as shown by the influence diagram 3
applies uniformly—the influence diagram that expresses the
model investment decision problem does not change.

3.5 SOUND REASONING

As Bayesians we tend to have a good handle on sound
solution methods. Much of the Bayesian literature among

statisticians argues for coherent probabilistic reasoning. By
the nature of the Bayesian program we are well equipped
to assure that a model’s claims are valid. One point of con-
tention may be the idea that “truth” in conventional ML
practice derives from the testing on a holdout set of data
from the set trained on. This gets called into question as
we saw when the empirical distribution of the model test
set implicitly determines the prior on the prevalence of the
model classes.

3.6 COMMITMENT

Behavioral psychology (Kahneman [2011]) explains why
people make irrational choices when outcomes are uncer-
tain and far off. The harder question is often how to create
commitment despite people’s natural tendencies.

Behavioral aspects that determine whether a model is put
into practice and its recommendations accepted are of course
necessary for its value to be realized. How such commitment
is assured, or equivalently what does it take for a model to be
accepted brings in a host of concerns outside the Bayesian
program. Making a decision has a human, emotional side.
Often what is lacking is the decision-maker’s understanding
of the model; its interpretability. Having a causal basis, as
expressed by the influence diagram structure of the model
not only makes the model more interpretable, but extends
the interpretation to explanations of what in the real world
is modelled, not just an interpretation of how the model
functions.

4 CONCLUSION

The field of decision modelling as an outgrowth of data
science and decision theory suggests a program of research
that is in its early days. Data science is now beset by a host
of ethical questions about “responsible AI” for which value
questions are paramount. Perhaps the field needs to turn the
concept around and take a “reverse” modeling approach,
where the purpose of AI is to recover the decision-maker’s
true preferences, as proposed in Stuart Russell’s book Hu-
man Compatible.Russell [2019]
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